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n this issue we
talk about the
benefits and issues
surrounding cellulosic
ethanol. While it’s
obvious we farmers
will be offered cash for the raw commodities,
what is not certain is our ability to share in the
ownership of this industry. Local ownership in the
corn-based ethanol industry has done much for
farmers and those in communities surrounding the
ethanol plants. Processing profits are distributed
to the plant owners and spread far and wide.
The origins of cellulosic ethanol have three major
differences than corn-based ethanol, which may
prevent the same level of farmer participation.
Generally speaking, corn-based ethanol technology
has been around for hundreds of years, utilized
by thousands of people, and finally, the true value
of the product as a viable fuel has only recently
been known. Cellulosic ethanol technology, on the
other hand, will be developed in a relatively short
amount of time and by far fewer people. Most
importantly, those companies racing to discover a
feasible process know exactly what that technology
is worth and they will do whatever they can to
protect it. Farmers will have to earn a seat at the
investment table.
The end of my term on the SDCUC has come and
thus, this is my last newsletter column. I look back
at all that has happened over the last seven years
and have come to the conclusion that I was at
the right place, at the right time. A few highlights
come to mind. The SDCUC was instrumental
in jump-starting the state’s ethanol industry. In
2000, there were less than 40 million gallons of
ethanol produced. By the end of this year we will
be approaching one billion gallons. Ag United for
South Dakota was started with help from the
SDCUC and other interested parties. AUSD
works to protect the farmers’ right to raise
livestock and also counters misinformation.
The SDCUC contributes money and
talent to several national programs.
Two that I have been involved
with are the American Coalition
for Ethanol (ACE) and the
National Corn Growers
Association (NCGA).
ACE is a grassroots
organization
comprised of
a diverse
group

of members advocating the use of ethanol. ACE’s
membership in 2000 was 203, today it has grown
to 1,610. When the history book is written on
ethanol, I think Trevor Guthmiller with ACE will be
credited as being the first to advocate a Renewable
Fuel Standard (RFS). The RFS was included in
the recently passed Energy Bill and calls for an
increasing use in renewable fuels like ethanol.
In the backdrop of fewer and fewer farmers, NCGA
continues to buck the trend and be one of the
only commodity groups in the nation to grow
in membership and clout. Serving on NCGA’s
ethanol committee, I was present for all three
attempts to persuade congress to pass the RFS.
Senators Tim Johnson and John Thune, along with
Representative Stephanie Herseth, were pioneers
in the process and, luckily, the third time was the
charm.
No reflection would be complete without
mentioning the great people I’ve worked with.
Our SDCUC staff is second to none. Fellow board
members have been dedicated to the corn farmer’s
cause. Associates in other states have been allies.
Leaders of projects we helped fund have selflessly
given of their time and reputation. Contacts at
SDSU, legislators, their staff and the hundreds of
others I’ve met are working to make South Dakota
better, and all exhibit common sense, dedication
and decency.
Much has happened in the past seven years, but
what seems to be in store for the future will make
the past seem small. Biotechnology will someday
allow for the production of a whole host of
products like enzymes, drugs and proteins. It seems
that the nation has had a belly full of our kids dying
in foreign lands, in part because of our addiction to
oil. Whether it is corn-based or cellulose ethanol,
farmers have been asked to not only feed the
world, but also to help fuel it. Our response to that
call will be dramatic, far reaching, and will last for
generations. What is true of the future, as it was in
the past, is that these events will not just happen
how we want them to. To capitalize on these
challenges will require hard work by good people.
Your continued support of the check-off is what
helps make all these things happen.
Thank you for allowing me to help administer your
check-off funds. I wish the best of luck and safety
to you and your family in this new era of farming.

Brian Woldt,
Wentworth, S.D., SDCUC President

SDCUC Market Development
investigates closed loop system

A

griculture is changing fast - and with all of the change taking place new ideas and projects present everyday. The South
Dakota Corn Utilization Council’s Market Development Committee has started some new and exciting projects which
include everything from cellulosic ethanol to wind energy.

Livestock development continues to be important to South Dakota and one project we have begun to investigate is a closed loop
system. A closed loop system consists of three entities: a livestock facility, anaerobic digester, and a way to use the methane gas,
which in this case we are considering the use of an ethanol plant.
There are three closed loop systems working today in the United States. These facilities are large scale using manure from 10,000
– 20,000 head of cattle and the ethanol plants producing 25 million gallons of ethanol. We are trying to make this project work on
a much smaller scale. The system we are developing will use the manure from a 2,000 head dairy and produce 500,000 gallons of
ethanol.
The proposed system will take the manure from the dairy and put it through an anaerobic
digester. The digester will produce five products with value: liquids, solids, biogas, carbon credits
and odor control.
The liquids have the same nutrient value as when they entered the digester, but the liquids have
gone from organic to inorganic fertilizer. This means you can apply the liquid fertilizer to green
crops without plant injury. Crops like alfalfa have seen a doubling of yield by applying the
liquids during the growing season.
The solids coming out of the digester can be use as bedding because the bedding no longer
has any bonding agents. The bedding will not stick to the cow, which makes
for clean and disease free cows. About half of the solids would be used
for bedding and the remaining could be sold as bedding to neighboring
dairies or potting soil to local green houses.
The third product coming out of the digester is biogas. Biogas is 58 percent
methane and 42 percent CO2. The methane gas can be scrubbed and sold
as natural gas, used in a genset to produce electricity, or run a boiler. For this
project the digester will produce enough methane to run the boiler for the
ethanol plant and have enough left over to run a genset to provide electricity
for the farm.
A new income source will be the carbon credits. The Chicago climate exchange
has started to trade carbon credits; recently the credit traded for $3.85 per ton.
It’s hard to put a value on the final product which is odor control. By processing the manure from
the dairy through the anaerobic digester, the parasites that cause odor are killed. You are now a
good neighbor and environmentally friendly.
The final piece of the system is an ethanol plant. The plant will produce four products of value.
The first product is ethanol itself, which will be sold on the open market. Second, the plant would
produce about 5,000 tons of wet distiller’s grain, which would be fed to the dairy cattle. The thin
stilage would be run through the digester to make additional methane or used as a feed source.
And the final product would be heat, which would be used to heat the manure going into the
digester and provide heat to the dairy.
We know the dairy and digester work well together; the challenge will be adding
the ethanol plant. There are many synergies with the project, the farm would be
environmentally friendly and if done correctly there would be additional income
streams to producers and possibly some investment opportunities for local areas.
The SDCUC’s efforts in this process are designed to create a template for
producers to replicate in their own operations and to further advance
the livestock industry in South Dakota.

Answering the
cellulosic ethanol questions

for South Dakota farmers

W

hat if you could garner an additional $20 per acre from
your corn fields without having to plant anything else, or
change your existing crop or add additional inputs? And
by doing this, at the same time you would be doing good things for
the environment and lessening America’s dependence on foreign fuel
sources.
Biomass ethanol is coming to a field near you and the South Dakota
Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) has taken steps to make sure that
South Dakota farmers have the tools to participate and profit from
the next generation of biofuels.
Many unanswered questions remain about corn stover removal
including what is the amount of stover that can be removed from
a field and still maintain erosion control, moisture retention and
sustainability of the soil? What are the long term impacts of corn-oncorn rotations? What are the economics behind corn stover removal,
both agronomically and profitability?

• farm management practices like the impact and sustainability of
multi-year corn-on-corn rotations and crop residue removal rates;
tillage system impacts;
• agronomic research about how those rotations and also how
stover removal will affect soil erosion, moisture retention, crop
productivity, insect pressures and more
• economic discovery to determine at what level stover can be
removed profitably
The entities brought on board this project include plant science,
EROS Data Center, biology, economics, ag engineering, entomology,
soil microbiology, and animal and range sciences.
“The SDCUC together with SDSU has built their own ‘Dream
Team’ of sorts to answer the biomass questions for South Dakota
producers as quickly and all-encompassing as possible, providing
all the necessary tools for our corn producers,” said Craig Swanson,
research committee chairman of the SDCUC

With corn stover-based ethanol on the
horizon, the SDCUC has partnered
with South Dakota State University to
answer these questions and more to
help producers prepare for the biomass
opportunity, but to do it in a way that will
protect South Dakota’s precious top soil
and resources.

The project’s objectives in the first
year of the effort are to develop a Best
Management Practice (BMP) manual for
corn production in South Dakota including a
technical guide for producing corn on corn.
Fact sheets will be generated for harvesting
corn stover in South Dakota, corn on corn
rotations and potential for all energy crops
in South Dakota.

“In South Dakota about 50 percent of
tillable land is rented. It is critical that we protect this precious soil for
the next generation of producers. We need to understand the value
of corn stover both on and off the land so we can make knowledge
based decisions,” said Lisa Richardson, executive director of the
SDCUC.
The SDCUC and SDSU have taken a “systems approach” to
researching the vast issues associated with gearing up to feed
the corn based and stover based ethanol appetite. In the past,
research funding focused largely on departmental projects, pouring
concentrated effort into narrow concepts. The systems approach will
bring together disciplines from all facets of the biomass concept into
one main project. The concepts include:

Sustainable site-specific guidelines that balance tillage with stover
removal will be developed along with determining the importance of
below ground biomass on maintaining soil organic carbon. The team
will develop site-specific fertilizer, weed and insect guidelines that
are consistent with the Conservation Security Program. In addition,
the importance of manure and local livestock production in returning
carbon and nutrients to the soil will be considered.
“Biomass research is taking place all over the country but South
Dakota has its own unique set of characteristics and opportunities
that national templates won’t fit. So it’s important that we have sitespecific scenarios for South Dakota,” said Swanson.

What is the scientific method and agricultural systems research?
Prepared by D.E. Clay, S. A. Clay, and C.G. Carlson

M

any different phrases are used to describe
the process of collecting and interpreting
data. Two commonly used phrases are scientific
method and systems research. Common fallacies about the scientific method are: 1) that it
defines the “absolute truth”, and 2) it does not
require creative thought.
The scientific method, in reality, is a defined
analysis process that, when final recommendations are made, can be defended and explained
based on replicated research with an understanding of the assumptions and uncertainties

inherent in the process. In the scientific method, creativity is encouraged, bias is minimized,
achievable and quantifiable goals are identified,
assumptions are recognized, the literature is
reviewed, a logical hypothesis is formulated and
tested, and based on test results an objective
evaluation of the hypothesis is conducted. An
end product of the scientific method might
include a recommendation or guideline that is
based on the original question and the technology available to implement the recommendation. As technologies and questions change

the scientific method can lead to completely
different answers.
In the modern history of agriculture technology has been constantly changing. A relatively
recent change was the transition from horsepower to tractor-power. The adoption of tractors changed the way we farm and manage our
resources. Other changes include the development of herbicides, hybrid seeds, the information highway, and the development of approaches to convert plant biomass to ethanol.
The scientific method recognizes that our un-

Seed Technology Lab Update
Building

South Dakota’s Research Capacity – A partnership

derstanding of the problem and recommendations will change with advances in technology.
For example, in the past we could only observe
plant nutrient deficiencies after symptoms were
quite apparent (i.e. fewer leaves, chlorosis etc.).
In the future, up and down regulation of specific genes associated with individual nutrients
may be used to identify nutrient imbalances
before the entire plant system is compromised.
Within the context of experimentation, systems research defines a way of thinking rather
than a unique approach. To some, systems re-

search involves investigating complex rotational
sequences, whereas to others, systems research
involves investigating potential problems
within systems that producers may utilize. In
an agronomic sense, systems research should
develop knowledge that includes economic,
livestock, tillage, pest management, genetics,
and soil fertility questions. In a system when
one component is changed, the other components within the system are impacted. For
example, changing the corn variety may impact
pest and soil fertility recommendations. In a

second example, changing tillage may impact
pest management strategies, the type of corn
planter to purchase, and the amount of fertilizer
that should be applied.
We believe that to produce useful recommendations that will increase agronomic profitability, systems research should be conducted
at the level of complexity that producers
encounter. System thinking prepares scientists
and producers for creating knowledge based on
their understanding of complex systems.

Sustainable Stover:

Harvesting the next fuel source

SDCUC INVESTS IN 4-H
CHARACTER COUNTS PROGRAM

T

he South Dakota Corn Utilization Council has always made South Dakota youth development programs a priority. The SDCUC
believes by supporting FFA, 4-H, SOFY, Little I and scholarships, the SDCUC is also investing in the future of agriculture. The
SDCUC recently donated $10,000 to the South Dakota 4-H Foundation to support the Character Counts program.

“The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council has joined a growing number of donors by becoming a sponsor of the Respect Pillar
of the 4-H Character Counts! program,” said Nancy Swanson, executive director of the South Dakota 4-H Foundation. “The Corn
Council has been a tremendous partner to 4-H over the years and we welcome their investment in helping our youth learn the value of
good character.”
In choosing Respect, the Corn Growers wanted to emphasize, among other things, a “respect of the land for the next generation”.
According to Swanson, that echoes the ethics component that is taught as a part of many 4-H ag and livestock projects.
“The gift from the SDCUC will be used, along with other gifts, to help the program focus on the training of youth in schools, day
cares, 4-H and other youth organizations,” said Karelyn Farrand, Statewide 4-H Character Counts! coordinator. “According to teachers
who use Character Counts!, youth who participate in the program demonstrate more respect for each other, school property and
adults in authority.”
4-H Character Counts! is now entering its second decade in South Dakota. The goal, of course, is to reach every child. So, to
“rev” up that outreach, programs are being developed for new audiences at preschool and day care centers as well as places of
businesses.
Annually, 4-H also sponsors the South Dakota Character Education Conference. This year the conference will be held June 19-20,
2007, at Chamberlain, S.D., and is open to anyone who works with youth. For more Conference details and registration materials,
contact Karelyn Farrand at 605-626-7120.

The Six Pillars
OF
Character Counts!
Trustworthiness

• Be honest
• Don’t deceive, cheat or steal
• Be reliable - do what you say you’ll do
• Have the courage to do the right thing
• Build a good reputation
• Be loyal - stand by your family, friends and country

Respect

•Treat others with respect; follow the Golden Rule
• Be tolerant of differences
• Use good manners, not bad language
• Be considerate of the feelings of others
• Don’t threaten, hit or hurt anyone
• Deal peacefully with anger, insults and disagreements

Responsibility

• Do what you are supposed to do
• Persevere: keep on trying!
• Always do your best
• Use self-control
• Be self-disciplined
• Think before you act — consider the consequences
• Be accountable for your choices

Fairness

• Play by the rules
• Take turns and share
• Be open-minded; listen to others
• Don’t take advantage of others
• Don’t blame others carelessly

Caring

• Be kind
• Be compassionate and show you care
• Express gratitude
• Forgive others
• Help people in need

Citizenship

• Do your share to make your school
and community better
• Cooperate
• Get involved in community affairs
• Stay informed; vote
• Be a good neighbor
• Obey laws and rules
• Respect authority
• Protect the environment

c
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Myth: Ethanol Diverts Corn Away From the Food Supply
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Source: USDA-ERS, Feed Outlook, Jan. 2007
Note: Marketing Year is Sept. 1, 2005 to Aug. 31, 2006
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Myth: Increased Corn Demand Leads to Higher Food Prices
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Less than 11% of corn goes for human use. When corn is $4/bushel:
•A $2.79 box of corn flakes (12 oz.) uses less than a nickel’s worth of corn
•A $2.69 hamburger (1/4 lb. patty) required 13¢ worth of corn for production
•A six pack of soda uses only 10¢ worth of corn for production

Corn Yield Trends Are Accelerating
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South Dakota

Retiring directors

The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council recognizes four directors who have served their allowed terms
with the organization. The directors received awards during the South Dakota Corn Growers Association’s
Annual Meeting held Jan. 6 in Sioux Falls at the Ramkota Hotel and Convention Center.

BRIAN WOLDT

Brian Woldt of Wentworth, SD, has served on the South Dakota Corn
Utilization board since March of 2000 and has been the President of the
SDCUC since 2005. Previous to his presidency, Woldt also served the SDCUC
as Vice President and Secretary.
During his term, he has been an instrumental force in leading the board’s
direction toward biotechnology. He recognizes biotechnology’s future
potential and over the years has been the lead on investigating opportunities
in that realm for producers.
Woldt also has taken his enthusiasm for and knowledge of aeronautics, as a
pilot himself, into the research realm for the SDCUC as they partnered with
SDSU to become leaders in investigating Aviation Grade Ethanol. He also is on
the Nation Corn Growers Association’s Ethanol Action team.
Woldt was recently honored with the 2006 President’s Award at the South
Dakota Corn Growers Association Annual Meeting in January for his
leadership and contributions to the South Dakota corn industry.

PAUL SHUBECK

Paul Shubeck is a Centerville, S.D., grain producer who has served on the
South Dakota Corn Utilization Council board since 2001. Since he has been
on the board, Shubeck has served on the Research Committee and has
assisted in selecting effective and meaningful research projects to fund through
the state’s checkoff dollars.

CRAIG SWANSON

Craig Swanson of Chamberlain, S.D., has served on the South Dakota Corn
Utilization Council board since 2001; he is currently the chairman of the
SDCUC Research Committee. Swanson has brought enthusiasm to all his roles
on the Council which over the years has also included the office of treasurer
and chairman of the market development committee. Swanson has a known
passion for the livestock industry and thus has been a natural choice to
represent the SDCUC at the U.S. Meat Export Federation.

CLINT VANNEMAN

Clint Vanneman lives in rural Ideal, S.D., where he operates a diversified
grain and livestock farm. Vanneman, a board member since 2001, has been
a chosen leader for the Council having served on the executive team as
chairman, treasurer and is the current vice president. He has also been active
on both the Market Development and Promotion and Education Committees.
Vanneman has represented the SDCUC as a delegate to the U.S. Grains
Council and has earned a position on their Value Enhanced Action Team. He
has taken international travels with U.S. Grains with a passion to make sure
export and Dried Distillers Grains opportunities exist around the world.

corn utilization council
new board directors
SDCUC

welcomes

Darrin, David, Bryan and Keith as new board directors.

DARRIN IHNEN - District 2

Darrin Ihnen lives northeast of Hurley, S.D., in Turner County
where he and his father grow corn and soybeans. Darrin also
has a stock cow and hog finishing operation. Ihnen was elected
to the South Dakota Corn Utilization board of
directors in March of 2007.
Ihnen is also a director on the board for the
South Dakota Corn Growers Association. He
has been a SDCGA board director since 1999
and previously served as president.
Darrin started farming in high school with an
FFA project and continued to farm with his dad
as the years progressed. Darrin also attended
South Dakota State University, studying Ag Business. According to
Darrin he chose the farming profession because, “when you grow
up in a farming family, it gets in your blood and I have continued
to enjoy it. It is also a great place to raise a family.”
Darrin and his wife Becky have four children: Kelsey, Kayla,
Kilee and Jacob. In Darrin’s spare time he enjoys hunting, fishing,
playing basketball, and riding motorcycles.
In addition to serving in the SDCGA, Darrin is board president
of Great Plains Ethanol, a 40 million gallon ethanol plant located
east of Chancellor, SD. Darrin is also active on the NCGA BioTech Working Group. According to Darrin, corn producers today
face many challenges, but the most important issue is, “trying to
add value to our corn whether it be by processing it into ethanol
or feeding it to livestock--any process which corn growers can
move up the processing chain thereby capturing more profit.”

BRYAN JORGENSEN - District 15

Bryan Jorgensen operates a diversified farming enterprise near
Ideal, S.D. and was named to represent District 15 on the South
Dakota Corn Utilization Board of Directors in March of 2007.
His no-till farming operation consists of corn,
winter wheat, spring wheat, oats, peas, alfalfa and
grass hay. Jorgensen also runs 1,000 head of cows
over 6,500 acres of pasture and he sells or leases
2,200 bulls a year. He also offers a commercial
hunting operation.
Jorgensen began managing his family’s farming
operation in 1984 while attending South Dakota
State University. He obtained a bachelor’s
degree in mechanized agriculture in 1987. He chose farming for the
opportunity to prosper, create a great lifestyle and be his own boss.
Jorgensen is also active on the Dakota Lakes Research board of
directors; the South Dakota Soybean Association; Tripp county
Water Users District; and the Association of Agricultural Production
Executives.
Having effective risk management strategies and understanding
one’s operation is what Jorgensen sees as one of the most important
issues facing producers today.
“In today’s market environment, producers need to know their
costs and be aware of market risks,” said Jorgensen.
Jorgensen and his wife, Brenda, have three children: Nicholas, Kirsten
and Reagan.

DAVID GILLEN - District 11

David Gillen of White Lake, S.D., farms using no-till on corn,
wheat, and soybeans. Having farmed since 1978, Gillen has a
degree from Mitchell Tech in Ag Marketing and Management.
He joined the South Dakota Corn Utilization
Council Board in March of 2007.
Gillen also serves on the South Dakota Corn
Growers Association board, since August 1999.
His is the current Chairman of the SDCGA and
previously served as president.
David and his wife Carol have five children;
Ryan, Bryce, Stephanie, Kristy and Megan. In his
spare time, he likes to hunt ducks and network
with other producers.
David has participated in a number of other agriculture-related
groups, serving as the State Director of the South Dakota No-Till
Association and on the National Corn Growers Association Public
Policy Action Team.
David believes the most important issue facing today’s corn
producer is “being a low cost producer and staying competitive in
the world market place.”

KEITH ALVERSON - District 4

Keith Alverson grows corn and soybeans in a farming
partnership with his dad and uncle near Chester, S.D. Their
operation dedicates 85 percent of the acres to corn each year
between irrigated and dry land acres.
Alverson began farming part-time, while attending college, when
an opportunity presented to rent 280 acres from
a neighbor in 1998. In 2002, with a bachelor’s
degree in Agronomy from South Dakota State
University in hand, Alverson began farming full
time.
“I’ve wanted to farm as long as I can remember,”
said Alverson. “My parents and other family
members in the operation have always shown
a positive attitude towards farming and my dad
was always bouncing ideas and opportunities off of me as I grew
up. The sense that I was involved and his enthusiasm towards
farming made my ‘ultimate decision’ to farm full time after college,
a ‘non-decision.’”
Alverson was named to the South Dakota Corn Utilization
Board of Directors in 2007.
He believes marketing is one of the most important factors in
producers’ profitability in farming.
“Understanding the markets and taking advantage of the
opportunities it presents us to grow corn more profitably each
year is one of the key challenges producers face,” said Alverson.
In his spare time, Alverson enjoys playing softball, working on cars
and watching baseball.

Elevator

Manager Of the Year

Fremar Farmers Coop manager receives Elevator
Manager of the Year Award from the SDCUC

S

teve Domm, manager of Fremar Farmers Cooperative of Marion, S.D. was presented with the Elevator Manager of
the Year Award by the South Dakota Corn Utilization Council (SDCUC) during the South Dakota Corn Growers
Association (SDCGA) Annual Meeting on Jan. 6 in Sioux Falls.

Every year the SDCUC selects an outstanding elevator manager for the award based on the criteria of dedication to the
grain and feed industry, customer service, community service and leadership.
This year’s recipient has a tremendous track record working in the grain industry for the past 20 years. From the very
beginning of his career, this elevator manager has built a track record of growth and profitability at every elevator he has
managed.
Born and raised on a farm west of Wahpeton, N.D., any thoughts our honoree had of farming for a living were
redirected when as a senior in high school, his dad died. With interest rates at 18 percent at the time, a teenager buying
into the family farm was not an option.
Instead, after obtaining a degree in ag economics and a business minor from North Dakota State University in Fargo,
N.D., in 1987, he joined Cargill in southern Minnesota and spent 2.5 years with the company.
From there he went on to manage Colfax Farmers Elevator, Inc., in Colfax, N.D., for 10 years before moving on to his
current position of management which he has been in for the past six years.
That current position is at Fremar Farmers Coop in Marion, S.D. and Steve Domm is the SDCUC’s Elevator
Manager of the Year.
Under Domm’s leadership, Fremar’s grain volume has doubled, the
fertilizer business has quadrupled, the seed business has tripled and
profitability has soared. In addition, Fremar has added $10 million in
building and equipment assets, making it possible for them to handle
an average of 25 million bushels of grain a year with a 10 million bushel
storage capacity.
As if the success Domm created at Fremar wasn’t enough, in the fall
of 2004, he sat in the combine cab of every one of his Fremar board
directors and challenged them to consider spending $30 thousand on
a corn availability/ethanol feasibility study for an ethanol plant located
next to a grain terminal.
The rest is a piece of history we now call Millennium Ethanol, a 100
million gallon plant which is about 12 months away from grinding corn
adjacent to Fremar Farmers Coop. At the time their successful equity
drive was completed, Millennium Ethanol made a South Dakota first as
being the largest privately-funded, independent project in the history of
the state.
Fremar Coop will be the managing entity of Millennium Ethanol and
Domm will serve dual roles as the general manager of Fremar and the
CEO of Millennium. When asked why Domm wanted to take on the
ethanol project, his response is simple:
“To help the local corn farmer and local rural communities.
Change is inevitable, growth is optional,” said Domm.

South Dakota

Vanneman
Receives
Plaque

to make biotech interest known

at National Bio Convention

F

or the first time, South Dakota will have a presence at the nation’s largest
biotechnology conference. The South Dakota Corn Utilization Council will be
taking part in the Biotechnology International Convention, May 6-9 in Boston, Mass.

The Bio convention is a four-day annual biotechnology showcase that draws 20,000
attendees from the United States and 50 counties. The convention serves to educate
the public and policymakers about biotechnology, while fostering partnering meetings
and other business development activities.
With the recent creation of the South Dakota Biotech Association, South Dakota has
become the 41st state with a biotechnology association. This will be the first year South
Dakota will be represented at the international convention. The state will have a pavilion
booth at the trade show were the SDCUC, Hematech, SD Bio Tech Association, and the
Department of Tourism and State Development will be represented. The pavilion is the
first step towards promoting South Dakota as a biotech state.

Clint Vanneman (left) of
Ideal, S.D., receives a plaque for
years of service with the U.S.
Grains Council at the recent
Joint International Marketing
Conference & 47th Annual
Membership Meeting in Los
Cabos, Mexico. Vanneman is a
director for the South Dakota
Corn Utilization Council.

The biotech industry is one largest industries in the world; South Dakota has several of
the qualities many of these new and upcoming companies are looking for.
The SDCUC will be the first state commodity organization to be represented
at the convention.

Farm Business Planning Workshops
Presented by Allen Lash of Agri-Solutions

These workshops, sponsored by the South Dakota Corn Growers Association and the Risk
Management Agency, are designed to help producers analyze their operation’s financial
performance and strengthen their financial portfolio.

“Strategic Planning
& Business Plan Update”
AS 303 -

June 14-15, 2007

“Taking Action to
Improve Performance”
AS 103 -

This workshop is a proactive, organized
approach to building and managing
a business. Throughout the course,
producers will complete exercises that help
them answer the following questions:
•
What are the operation’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and
threats?
•
How strong is the current competitive
position?
•
Will you still be competitive 10-20
years from now?
•
What strategic issues does the
operation face?
For

July 10-11, 2007

Create a historical farm financial
performance report based on your own
financial data from your operation. From
that report learn:
•
Revenue-generating capacity of your
operation
•
Efficiency of the operation
•
Potential financial opportunities
•
Areas in need of improvement
•
To build an action plan to accomplish
objectives

Enroll today! Class sizes are limited!

“Growth and
Funding Options”
AS 104 -

Sept. 11-12, 2007

Learn how to rank assets for asset
management and growth purposes and
identify those that are productive and
non-productive. Discover the amount
of debt appropriate for your assets and
recognize when to use debt for growth and
when to use equity. Highlights include:
•
Asset Management
•
Debt Control & Lender
Communications
•
Total Debt Analysis
•
Equity Management

more information, contact the SDCGA at 605-334-0100.
Classes held at Ramkota Hotel in Sioux Falls.

MORE THAN

4,000 PEOPLE EXPERIENCE

‘Bounty at the Bay’

at

commodity classic

Know before you

grow

as of 1/1/07

Japan
JAPAN
Approved
APPROVED

EU Food EU Processed Feed
EU FOOD
EU PROCESSED FEED
Approval
Approval
APPROVAL
APPROVAL

Biotechnology hybrid approval status

This list is representative of available products but may not include all corn biotechnology hybrids currently available

Product Registrant
PRODUCT REGISTRANT
Trade
Name
TRADE
NAME

Characteristic
CHARACTERISTIC

Event
EVENT

Syngenta Agrisure CB
YieldGard
Liberty Link

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Glufosinate herbicide tolerance

Bt11

Yes

Yes

Yes

DowAgrosciences
Pioneer Hi-Bred Herculex I

Cry1F Western Bean Cutworm, Corn Borer,
Black Cutworm and Fall Armyworm resistance
Glufosinate herbicide tolerance

TC1507

Yes

Yes

Yes

MonsantoYieldGard

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection

MON 810

Yes

Yes

Yes

MonsantoYieldGard
Roundup Ready 2

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON 810+Nk603

Yes

No

Yes

YieldGard Corn Rootworm
Protection
Roundup Ready 2

Corn Rootworm Protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON 863+Nk603

Yes

No

Yes

YieldGard Corn Rootworm
Protection

Corn Rootworm Protection

MON 863

Yes

Yes

Yes

Monsanto Roundup Ready 2 Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

Nk603

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bayer CropScience
LibertyLink®

Glufosinate herbicide tolerance

T25

Yes

Yes

Yes

MonsantoYieldGard Plus

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Corn Rootworm Protection

MON 810+MON
863

Yes

No

Yes

MonsantoYieldGard Plus
with Roundup Ready 2

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Corn Rootworm Protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON 810+MON
863+NK603

Yes

No

No

Herculex I
Roundup Ready 2

Cry1F Western Bean Cutworm, Corn Borer,
Black Cutworm and Fall Armyworm resistance
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance
Glufosinate herbicide tolerance

TC1507+NK603

Yes

No

No

Syngenta Agrisure GT

Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

SYTGA21 **

Yes

Yes

Yes

Syngenta Agrisure GT/CB
YieldGard
Liberty Link

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

SYTGA21 + Bt11

No

No

No

MonsantoYieldGard
Roundup Ready

Cry1Ab corn borer resistance
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON
810+SYTGA21

Yes

No

Yes

Dow AgroSciences Pioneer
Hi-Bred Herculex RW

Cry34/35Ab1
Western Corn Rootworm Northern Corn
Rootworm Mexican Corn
Glufosinate herbicide tolerance

DAS-59122-7

Yes

No

No

Dow AgroSciences Pioneer
Hi-Bred Herculex Xtra

Cry1F Western Bean Cutworm, Corn Borer,
Black Cutworm and Fall Armyworm resistance
Northern Corn Rootworm Western Corn
Rootworm Mexican Corn Rootworm Resistance
Glufosinate Herbicide Tolerance

TC1507 + DAS
59122-7

Yes

No

No

Dow AgroSciences Pioneer
Hi-Bred
Herculex Rootworm
Monsanto Roundup Ready 2

Cry34/35Ab1
Western Corn Rootworm Northern Corn
Rootworm Mexican Corn
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

DAS-59122-7 +
NK603

Yes

No

No

Dow AgroSciences Pioneer Cry1F Western Bean Cutworm, Corn Borer,
Hi-Bred Herculex Xtra
Black Cutworm and Fall Armyworm resistance
Monsanto Roundup Ready 2 Glufosinate herbicide tolerance
Cry34/35Ab1
Western Corn Rootworm Northern Corn
Rootworm Mexican Corn
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

TC1507 + DAS
59122-7 + NK603

Yes

No

No

YieldGard VT™
Rootworm/RR2

Corn Rootworm Protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON 88017

Yes

No

No

YieldGard VT™ Triple

Cry1Ab Corn borer protection
Corn Rootworm Protection
Glyphosate Herbicide Tolerance

MON 810 + MON
88017

Yes

No

No

Calendar

of

Events

July 21-25, 2007
U.S. Grains Council Conference
Toronto, Canada

Save the date!!

Aug. 7-10, 2007
Sioux Empire Fair
Sioux Falls

Corn Cob Open

May 23-25, 2007
U.S. Meat Export Federation
Conference
La Jolla, CA
June 14-15, 2007
Agrisolutions Business
Planning Workshop:
AS 303 - “Strategic Planning &
Business Plan Update”
Sioux Falls
June 21, 2007
Corn Cob Open
Madison Country Club
July 10-11, 2007
Agrisolutions Business
Planning Workshop
AS 103 – “Taking Action
to Improve Performance”
Sioux Falls
July 17-19, 2007
Corn Congress
Washington, DC

SD Corn Utilization Council
5109 S. Crossing Place
Suite 1
Sioux Falls, SD 57108

Aug. 7-9, 2007
ACE Conference
St. Paul, MN
Aug. 13-17, 2007
Brown County Fair
Aberdeen, SD
Aug. 21-23, 2007
Dakotafest
Mitchell, SD
Aug. 30 – Sept. 3, 2007
S.D. State Fair
Huron, SD
Sept. 11-12, 2007
Agrisolutions Business
Planning Workshop
AS 104 – “Growth and
Funding Options”
Sioux Falls

Thursday, June 21, 2007
Madison Country Club

